Oncogenic mutated Ras is a key player in cancer, but despite intense and expensive approaches its catalytic center seems undruggable. The Ras dimer interface is a possible alternative drug target. Dimerization at the membrane affects cell growth signal transduction. In vivo studies indicate that preventing dimerization of oncogenic mutated Ras inhibits uncontrolled cell growth. Conventional computational drug-screening approaches require a precise atomic dimer model as input to successfully access drug candidates. However, the proposed dimer structural models are controversial. Here, we provide a clear-cut experimentally validated N-Ras dimer structural model. We incorporated unnatural amino acids into Ras to enable the binding of labels at multiple positions via click chemistry. This labeling allowed the determination of multiple distances of the membrane-bound Ras-dimer measured by fluorescence and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. In combination with protein–protein docking and biomolecular simulations, we identified key residues for dimerization. Site-directed mutations of these residues prevent dimer formation in our experiments, proving our dimer model to be correct. The presented dimer structure enables computational drug-screening studies exploiting the Ras dimer interface as an alternative drug target.

Introduction

Ras is a small G protein that acts as a molecular switch in the context of cell differentiation, proliferation, and growth. Ras is active in the guanosine triphosphate (GTP) bound state and transduces signals downstream to the cell nucleus. Furthermore, it catalyzes the hydrolysis from GTP to guanosine diphosphate (GDP) leading to an inactive state. This switch-off process is further accelerated by GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). If the catalysis function of Ras is impaired by mutations, tumors can develop due its constitutively active state. The reaction mechanisms of the GTP hydrolysis have been well characterized using experimental techniques such as X-ray structure analysis,19 nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy,20 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy,21 and theoretical methods.22 Both the allosteric regulation of Ras and its signaling23–28 as well as insights into catalysis of small GTPases have been previously reviewed.29–33

Currently, there is no drug against constitutively active Ras approved and Ras is traditionally referred to as undruggable. Recently, with advancing methods and new targeting concepts, progress has been made in identifying the drug attacking points of Ras14,15 and Ras targeting drug development.16 This progress has led to the first drug; however its effects are restricted to the G12C mutation17,18 that is e.g. found in lung cancer.19 In this case a covalent attachment to the C12 allows the interference with the otherwise hard to target catalytic center.

Because targeting the catalytic center is so difficult, many efforts are being made to study Ras in a larger context, including its processing, interaction partners, distribution, and organization at the plasma membrane.18 Ras dimerization and its impact on Raf-1 activation were described in vivo20 in 2000. In 2013 the first in vitro21 structural model of a Ras dimer at a membrane was proposed based on attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy measurements in combination with distances estimated by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) using fluorescently labeled nucleotides and biomolecular simulations.22 This study initiated several follow up studies that showed dimerization in vivo23–24 opening up a new strategy for cell growth signaling inhibition by disrupting the proposed dimerization interface. The enhanced dimerization was shown to activate downstream signaling25 while the inhibition of the dimer formation by a small protein26 led to signal interference. In vitro and in vivo the presence of K-Ras dimers was demonstrated by GFP based FRET measurements.27 The same study showed that a dimer preventing mutation of oncogenic K-Ras
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(K-RasG12D/D154Q) inhibits tumor growth in mice.\textsuperscript{25} Using quantitative photoactivated localization microscopy it was shown that K-Ras-GDP and K-Ras-GTP form dimers at a physiological expression level.\textsuperscript{22} Dynamic light scattering experiments showed the K-Ras4B dimer formation with the bound nucleotide analogue GTP\textsubscript{S}.\textsuperscript{26} Very recently it was shown by a plethora of methods including small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and biomolecular simulations that K-Ras4B forms dimers in the presence of Raf-RBD that are crucial for cell signaling.\textsuperscript{27} Nevertheless, there have been conflicting reports about Ras dimerization.\textsuperscript{10,28}

Kovrigina et al. analyzed the time-domain fluorescence anisotropy and NMR chemical shift perturbations of the Ras G-domain without a lipid anchor and they conclude that the Ras G-domain alone does not form dimers in solution.\textsuperscript{29} In addition, Groves and colleagues showed in vitro that full-length and fully processed K-Ras4B remains monomeric in supported lipid bilayer membranes under variable conditions.\textsuperscript{30} It was shown that photosensitized oxidation, due to experimental conditions such as high laser intensities, may lead to Ras dimerization.\textsuperscript{31} Furthermore, a high protein concentration might lead to artificial dimerization as well.

However, the majority of studies support the presence of membrane-bound Ras dimers. Immune electron microscopy studies show that about 40% of the Ras proteins form nano-clusters with a radius of approximately 9 nm at the membrane.\textsuperscript{32,33} In one case even a trimeric organization of K-Ras has been observed,\textsuperscript{34} while the rest of the observed organizations showed dimerization independent of the isoform.\textsuperscript{21,26,35,36} The Ras clusters act as isoform-specific signaling platforms that recruit and activate effectors.\textsuperscript{27–30} For targeted development of anti-cancer drugs that break dimers of malfunctioning Ras and thereby inhibit signaling, a detailed understanding of the exact dimer interaction network is desirable.\textsuperscript{40}

Promising drug targets can be proposed based on atomic level information regarding dimer interactions. However, the exact molecular structure of Ras-dimers remains elusive. Fig. 1 illustrates the diversity of the reported\textsuperscript{21,26,35,36} various different contradictory dimer structural models. We categorize these models into three main categories based on their dimer interaction sides. The models in category I undergo helix α4 and α5 dimerization, and the ones in category II undergo helix α3 and α4 dimerization, while the ones in category III undergo β-sheet dimerization. These categories are further subdivided with respect to their detailed dimer interactions in Fig. S1.\textsuperscript{†} Structure I.1 was derived from the crystal contacts within most Ras X-ray structures,\textsuperscript{21} I.2 (either N-Ras-GDP\textsuperscript{23} or K-Ras4B-GTP\textsuperscript{25}) was obtained by biomolecular simulations, and I.3 (K-Ras4B-GDP) and I.4 (K-Ras4B-GTP) were both derived from NMR data.\textsuperscript{36} Structure II.1 (K-Ras4B-GTP) was obtained by biomolecular simulations,\textsuperscript{35} while II.2 (K-Ras4B-GppNHp) and III.1 (K-Ras4B-GTP-γ-S)\textsuperscript{29} were generated by the protein interactions by the structural matching (PRISM) algorithm.\textsuperscript{41} Details about the models are given in ESI Note 1.\textsuperscript{†}

While various aforementioned experimental data indicate Ras dimerization, only a few studies provide insights into the structure of such dimers at the molecular level with atomic resolution. Two studies obtained NMR shifts for K-Ras4B dimers, one without the membrane\textsuperscript{36} and one using nanodiscs to mimic the membrane attachment.\textsuperscript{36} However, the structural models reported, namely models I.3, I.4, II.2, and III.1, vary over all three categories. In a previous study we measured a FRET distance of 46 ± 6 Å between the labeled (Mant/TNP) nucleotides.\textsuperscript{21} The aim of this study was to identify Ras dimerization and its orientation attachment to the membrane. However, the distance between labeled nucleotides measured with FRET is not sufficient to unambiguously determine the correct orientation of the monomers within a dimer. Overall, while there are various different dimer structural models reported none of them are clear-cut experimentally validated. Therefore, additional experimental data are required to allow an unambiguous validation of the proposed dimer structural models.

In order to obtain dimer structural models, we first used different established docking algorithms to predict dimer structural models with satisfactory statistical accuracy. Next, we employed FRET and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy to provide several experimental distances to enable an unambiguous validation for the predicted models. For these methods, fluorophores or spin labels need to be

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{Diversity of proposed Ras dimer structural models. To order the huge variety of the published dimer structural models we divided them into three substantially different main categories based on the relative orientation of the monomers. The key helices are represented by different colors (helix α3: green, helix α4: blue, helix α5: yellow) and the nucleotides are displayed in spherical shapes. The category I dimer interface is formed by contacts of helices α4 and α5, category II by helix α3 and α4 contacts, and category III by β-sheet contacts.}
\end{figure}
attached to various positions of the Ras surface to obtain sufficient distance variations for each structural model. To achieve membrane binding, a lipid anchor is attached to the Ras protein via maleimide chemistry at Cys181 limiting the chemical options to introduce labels. Therefore, to ensure flexible site specific labeling for the fluorophores and the EPR label we developed a strategy to incorporate unnatural amino acids into Ras. These amino acids were used as binding sites to which fluorophores or spin labels were attached via a second biorthogonal click reaction that does not cross-interfere with lipid coupling via the maleimide group. The identified dimer structural models that coincided with the available experimental FRET and EPR distances were further refined by biomolecular simulations to equilibrate the solvated membrane attached models. Based on these simulations we identified key dimer forming interaction residues. The effects of mutations of the computationally suggested interaction on dimerization were further checked experimentally by site-specific mutagenesis and FRET. A reliable characterization of the atomic details of Ras dimer interfaces is needed to guide the search for drug target sites for small molecules, which exert their anti-cancer effects by impairing Ras dimerization and constitutive signaling.

Results

Computational prediction of possible Ras dimer structural models

The literature shows that different workflows and docking algorithms provide numerous different Ras dimer models. We divide the seven published highly diversified structural models into three main categories [I–III] based on their contact sides (Fig. 1). In order to obtain more potential dimer structures we used three different protein–protein docking web servers (PRISM,

\(^{41}\) ZDOCK

\(^{42}\) and Symmdock

\(^{43,44}\) ). As input, we used six monomeric structural models of the Ras G-domain (residues 1 to 172) for H-Ras, K-Ras4B, and N-Ras with bound GDP and GTP. Table S1† summarizes the resulting 178 different dimer structural models reflecting nine different main interaction sides. While three of these interaction sides were already identified in the published models, six new possible interaction sides were detected by these algorithms (IV–IX). Details are given in ESI Note 2.†

The experimental strategy to obtain different experimental distances

To reduce the number of possible dimer models and enable a clear-cut assignment of a unique structural dimer model, we developed a new strategy (Fig. 2) to obtain additional experimental distance information. The number of natural binding sites for labels to measure distances is limited and site specificity is difficult to achieve. Thus, the N-Ras lipid anchor containing a palmitoyl and a farnesyl group was attached to cysteine 181 of N-Ras via a maleimide group (see Fig. 2A and ESI Note 3†). The chemistry necessary to attach the anchor limits the chemical options to introduce labels for distance measurements. Individual labeling positions for FRET and EPR measurements were achieved by the incorporation of unnatural amino acids. The used strategy is described in Fig. S2,† and is based on previously reported protocols from Edward Lemke,

\(^{45}\) which describe the site specific incorporation of the unnatural amino acids N-propargyl-L-lysine (PrK) and the cyclooctyne-lsine (SCO) into N-Ras using the amber codon suppression strategy. The unnatural amino acids bind the fluorophores or spin labels without interfering with lipid anchor binding. We identified S106 and T124 as the best incorporation sites yielding sufficient amounts of protein with the incorporated unnatural amino acid (Fig. S2B†).

Next, the fluorophores and spin labels are bound to the unnatural amino acids via the copper(II) catalyzed alkyne–azide cycloaddition (CuAAC) as shown in Fig. 2B and ESI Note 3† or via the strain promoted alkyne–azide cycloaddition (SPAAC). One fraction of PrK labelled Ras was bound to Atto 532 azide (FRET donor) and another fraction was bound to Atto 655 azide (FRET acceptor). Similarly, the EPR spin label azido-proxyl was coupled to T124 of N-Ras via the unnatural amino acid SCO. Fig. 2C shows an exemplarily Ras dimer structural model with attached lipid anchor and the fluorophores Atto 655 and Atto 532 at position T124. Chemical drawings of the FRET labels are provided in Fig. S3.†

Then, we experimentally determined the FRET distances summarized in Fig. 2D. These distances are based on FRET efficiencies, which were derived from the fluorophore lifetimes measured with a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup. The respective TCSPC histograms of all measured FRET distances and the experimental EPR data are presented in Fig. S4.† For these FRET measurements, we mixed the Ras protein to be investigated with 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-phosphatidylethanolamine (POPC) liposomes. The lifetime (τ) for membrane-bound N-Ras (GDP) S106-Atto 532 was analyzed in the presence (τDA) and absence (τD) of the acceptor N-Ras (GDP) S106-Atto 655 (Fig. S4A†). The analog experiment was performed for membrane-bound N-Ras (GDP) T124-Atto 532 and the acceptor N-Ras (GDP) T124-Atto 655 (Fig. S4B†). Both resulting histograms show a reduced τDA compared to τD due to FRET. The τ reduction is significantly stronger in samples with N-Ras (GDP) S106-Atto 532 (from 1.87 ns to 1.28 ns) than in samples with N-Ras (GDP) T124-Atto 532 (from 2.66 ns to 2.53 ns). Due to the large distance between the fluorophores at the T124 position, we verified the T124–T124 distance independently with an EPR spectroscopic double electron–electron resonance (DEER) measurement method that is more accurate in this distance regime (Fig. S4C†). This experiment resulted in a time-dependent echo amplitude that has been described by a Gaussian fit in order to obtain the distance information. The distance between the nucleotides was previously determined by FRET (18) (Fig. S4D†). The experimental details of the distance determination process are summarized in the Methods section, ESI Note 4, and in Table S2.†

The obtained distances between two membrane-bound lipiddated N-Ras monomers (Fig. 2D) are 43.3 ± 2.3 Å between the FRET fluorophores coupled to S106–S106, 72 ± 3.5 Å between the fluorophores coupled to T124–T124, 59.7 ± 2.5 Å between
the EPR proxyl labels at T124–T124, and 46.3 ± 1.4 Å between the fluorescent labeled nucleotides. The distance between the EPR labels at T124 is shorter than the one between the FRET labels at the same position, as the EPR label is shorter than the FRET label (Fig. S5†). The corresponding Cα distance is the same for both methods. The three different labeling positions are well distributed over the Ras surface as shown in Fig. 2D, which ensures a significantly more precise validation of possible Ras dimer structural models than the previously available single distance of the labeled nucleotides.

The obtained distances for two N-Ras monomers including the lipid anchor solely in solution without membrane are 49.7 ± 0.8 Å between the FRET fluorophores coupled to S106–S106 and 77 ± 0.5 Å between the ones coupled to T124–T124. All distances are summarized in Table S2.†

**Comparison of experimental distances with calculated distances of the predicted dimer models**

We utilized the four experimental distances for membrane-bound N-Ras-GDP to evaluate the 178 dimer conformations resulting from our protein–protein docking (Table S1†). The nine main conformations of the monomer orientation are further divided into 64 subcategories, representing slight variations in the dimer binding interface. Next, we calculated the
respective distance distributions for each of the 64 conformations within the subcategories and compared them with the experimentally obtained values. Details regarding the generation of rotamer ensembles and calculation of the respective distance distributions for all experimentally used labels and positions are shown in Fig. S5 and ESI Note 5.† We used the PyMOL plugin MTSSL Wizard to calculate the rotamer ensembles. The distributions are fitted by a Gaussian function to obtain a mean value and standard deviation for each labeling position of each dimer conformation (Table S3†). As a further control of the label ensembles created by the MTSSL Wizard, we performed biomolecular simulations to analyze the conformational space sampled by SCO-proxyl at T124 (Fig. S6†).

Fig. 3A–D represents the distance calculation for the seven published dimer models shown in Fig. S1.† Possible membrane interactions that potentially further restrict the conformational space of labels are excluded in the calculation. Also, protein label and label–label interactions are described by a simplified model. Employing more accurate models describing the label interactions will lead to a further restriction of the conformational space. Therefore, the bandwidths of the calculated curves reflect the outer limit of label flexibility for one single dimer. In contrast, the experimental bandwidth is the standard deviation of the average value of the protein ensembles (≈60 million photons per measurement) of eight measurements for two different samples. Therefore, the experimental bandwidth is substantially narrower than the calculated one. However, only for dimer models I.1 and I.2 the calculated distance distributions overlap with all four experimental distances. Model I.3 does not match the T124–T124 measurements, while model I.4 does not match the ones for T124–T124 and nucleotide–nucleotide. Model II.1 is in accordance with the nucleotide distance measurements and significantly out of the experimental region for the other three distances, while model II.2 is only in accordance with the S106–S106 distance. Model III.1 diverges significantly from the nucleotide–nucleotide distance. Besides models I.1 and I.2 only I.5 to I.9 are in accordance with all four values as revealed by the comparison of the 64 dimer conformations obtained through protein docking in Table S3,† while models I.10 to I.13 present only one value which deviates slightly from the four measurements. The rest of the obtained conformations displayed significantly different values compared to the experimental distances. Consistently, the category II and III models obtained for K-Ras4B do not match the distances for K-Ras4B-GTP (Table S4†) or K-Ras4B-GDP (Table S5†) that were derived from published NMR shifts.

Based on their agreement with the experimental data, we probed the stability and further refined the detailed dimer...
model interaction interface of the conformations of category I through MD simulations, with the exception of I.2, that was already obtained by refinement through MD simulations,22 as well as I.3 and I.4 that were exclusively obtained for K-Ras4B whereas our experiments use N-Ras.

**MD simulations used to obtain one equilibrated representative dimer model**

In total nine MD simulations of N-Ras-GDP initiated by the dimer models of conformation I.1 and I.5 to I.12 were prepared, and were run for at least 550 ns. Simulations were setup, performed and analyzed as described in ESI Note 6.† Contact patterns were identified using the PyContact46 and the Maximoby contact matrix algorithm. Simulation times and system properties are summarized in Table S6.† Equilibration of the systems was checked based on the root mean square displacement (RMSD) from the respective starting structure of each conformation and the time evolution of the contact pattern (Fig. S7†). The distances between the ensembles of labels attached to equilibrated representative structures were calculated and compared to the experimental values (Table S7†) analogous to the procedure for the predicted docking structures. Simulations I.9 and I.10 converge to an almost identical representative equilibrium dimer structural model (Fig. 4), that is in total accordance with the four experimental distances mentioned above. All seven other simulations converge to equilibrium structures with almost identical monomer orientation among each other but slightly different compared to the equilibrium structures observed for I.9 and I.10 (Fig. S8†). The monomers are slightly tilted against each other, leading to divergence from the experimental nucleotide–nucleotide distance. The structural models of the representative structures of simulations I.9 and I.10 are provided within the ESL†.

The time course analysis of the dimer interface interaction pattern of simulation trajectories I.9 and I.10 identified a stable central salt bridge between D154 and R161. This contact was the key dimer stabilizing salt bridge in five out of the seven simulations leading to the second equilibrium structure. The contact between E49 and H131 is the second most prevalent contact involved in the dimer interface formation either through a hydrogen bond or van-der-Waals interactions. However, this contact is fluctuating over time due to its exposed position at the edge of the dimer contact interface resulting in competing solvent interactions. Therefore, this contact is less stable than the D154/R161 contact, which is deeply buried in the center of the dimer interface (Fig. S8†). The distance plots (Fig. S9†) between D154 and R161 as well as E49 and H131 within simulation I.9 further illustrates the fluctuating character of the E49/H131 interaction compared to the permanent D154/R161 contact. A detailed list of the relevant intra-protein contacts observed in the simulation trajectories is provided in Table S8.† Often protein bound water molecules or ions have a crucial structural or functional role.47 However, our contact analyses shown in Fig. S13† indicate that there are no bridging water molecules or ions involved in the formation of the dimer interface.

---

**Fig. 4** Simulation of a membrane-bound N-Ras dimer. (A) The simulation system of a lipidated N-Ras dimer structural model attached to a POPC membrane inside a solvation box with a physiological salt (NaCl) concentration. (B) Representative protein structure of an 800 ns long MD simulation started with conformation I.10 (representative structure in accordance with all four experimentally measured distances). (C) Key residues of the protein–protein interaction network identified by contact analysis of the simulation trajectory. (D) The time course of the key contacts within the simulation of conformation I.10. All contacts and the root mean square displacement (RMSD) are shown in Fig. S7†.
Validation of the predicted dimer interface by FRET measurements of the E49Q D154N N-Ras variant

The MD simulations revealed that the most prominent dimer contact is the salt bridge between D154 and R161 and the second most prominent interaction is between E49 and H131. Based on our predicted contacts, we expected the E49Q and D154N mutations in Ras to prevent dimerization (Fig. 5A). To validate our predicted contact interface, we performed FRET measurements of the lipidated membrane-bound N-Ras E49Q D154N variant. As the FRET signal with fluorophores at residue 106 was the most prominent in wild type, we chose this label position for our variant. No FRET signal was observed (Fig. 5B) for the N-Ras E49Q D154N variant, indicating that the E49Q D154N is the variant that prevents dimer formation. This dimer preventing variant provides a clear-cut experimental proof for our suggested dimer model.

Discussion

The organization of Ras at the plasma membrane is decisive for its function. There is experimental evidence that Ras dimerization is crucial for nanoclustering at the plasma membrane and signal transmission. Our experiments with lipidated N-Ras WT attached to a POPC membrane (Fig. 2) provided further evidence for dimerization due to the evoked FRET-efficiencies or DEER signals (Table S2 and Fig. S4†). Our in vitro experimental setup using a POPC membrane does not perfectly match the in vivo conditions; however we are convinced that our found dimer interface is transferable to in vivo conditions. Dimerization of membrane-bound Ras was also shown for other completely different artificial membrane systems such as nanodiscs by NMR. Even more importantly, an in vivo study showed that an impaired dimerization of oncogenic K-Ras abolishes tumor growth. Dimerization at a membrane is indicated by the majority of experimental studies as previously described. The two most relevant studies for this matter indicate that K-Ras-GDP and K-Ras-GTP form dimers at a physiological expression level as revealed by quantitative photoactivated localization microscopy. These studies observed a connection between the Ras dimerization and the activation of the Raf–MAPK signal pathway. Furthermore, attenuated total reflectance (ATR) infrared spectroscopy measurements in combination with biomolecular simulations have shown that N-Ras dimerizes on POPC membranes. Some studies provide conflicting results that exclude dimerization, most of which were performed without a membrane in their experimental setup. The only biophysical study indicating monomeric Ras, while including a membrane, measured the diffusion of Ras in a solid supported bilayer in vitro. The authors of the study stated that Ras dimerization in vivo must
depend on more factors than the presence of the protein alone. Furthermore, they noted that the glass support of the bilayer may damp large membrane undulations influencing the lateral organization of Ras leading to contradicting results compared to the aforementioned in vivo studies.

There have been valid concerns that dimerization shown by FRET measurements is associated with high laser intensities or high protein concentrations. However, our measurements show that neither of these are the case for the used experimental setup. While high laser intensities are exerted by confocal microscopes, we used time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) with low laser intensity or EPR which does not involve a laser. The concern regarding the protein concentration was eliminated since we obtained dimerization for one measurement (N-Ras WT S106–S106) and no dimerization for another (E49Q D154N N-Ras variant S106–S106) while using the same protein concentration and identical experimental setups. Thus, there is strong evidence that lipidated membrane-bound full-length Ras forms dimers.

The lack of a detectable FRET signal for the E49Q D154N N-Ras variant indicates that this interaction site is the only one present, as at least a somewhat visible FRET signal would then be expected. This implies that full-length N-Ras does not form oligomers at POPC membranes, as an additional interaction site, different from the dimer interaction site identified here, would be necessary to form oligomers in wt N-Ras.

Our results indicate a decisive role of the lipid anchor in dimerization with and without membrane. We obtained comparable FRET efficiencies of full-length lipidated N-Ras solely in solution (S106–S106: 60% and T124–T124: 10%) and membrane bound (S106–S106: 79% and T124–T124: 15%). However, the same FRET measurements in solution using N-Ras 1–181 without the lipid anchor showed no signal, indicating that the Ras G domain lacks the intrinsic propensity to form dimers in solution. The N-Ras anchor is very hydrophobic (Fig. S10†), indicating that the hydrophobic effects are driving forces for anchor dimerization. These findings are in line with previous studies on the self-association of the G domain in solution observed via analysis of the time-domain fluorescence anisotropy and NMR chemical shift perturbations. Overall, our data clearly indicate that the N-Ras lipid anchor is essential for the dimer formation in solution. We hypothesize that clustering of the lipid anchor is the first step towards dimerization. Clustering of the lipid anchor brings the G domains closer together and thus increases the local concentration of Ras proteins, which leads to the formation of one single otherwise comparably low affinity G domain interface. The lipid anchor substantially differs between the Ras isoforms leading to isoform specific lipid interactions. Thus isoform dependent clustering at specific membrane compartments depending on the membrane lipid composition is observed.

Gasper and Wittinghofer suggested as an argument against dimerization that different Ras crystals show different crystal packings. The C-terminal hypervariable region (HVR) including the lipid anchor is truncated in crystal structures due to their high flexibility. The remaining G domain has the potential to sample and form a huge variety of different dimer interfaces, due to the high protein concentrations during crystallization. This variety of dimer structural models is in line with the high variety of dimer conformations found by protein–protein docking algorithms (Table S1†). Both crystallography and docking studies miss the native conformational space restrictions as clustering of the lipid anchor and the space occupied by the membrane itself allows only limited possible G-domain dimer conformations for full length Ras. Therefore, crystal structures and protein–protein docking results lack the capacity to provide a single prominent structure, which we observe here for full length N-Ras. We note that our proposed dimer model is also a prominent motive within the crystal packing of Ras crystal structures. Thus, the lipid anchor steers the protein into an exclusive dimer structure at the membrane.

Knowledge of the precise amino acid interaction network of the dimer interface provides novel target sites for anti-cancer drugs that prevent Ras dimerization, which plays a crucial role in signal transduction in vivo. Our study shows that for N-Ras only those dimer models exhibiting an interface involving helices α4 and α5 (dimer category I) are in accordance with all four experimental distances. Dimer category II disagrees with both FRET and EPR distances obtained for position T124 and category III disagrees with the experimentally observed nucleotide–nucleotide distance. In addition, Fig. 6 shows that the binding sites for the three Ras interaction partners Raf, RasGAP and SOS are all accessible for dimer category I structural models. NMR distances obtained for K-Ras also show that helices α4 and α5 are involved in dimerization. The isoform independent motive of helices α4 and α5 dimerization interface is supported by a study showing the impact of disrupting this interface with a small synthetic protein affecting the signaling of both H-Ras and K-Ras. The importance of dimerization for in vivo signaling is emphasized by the study showing that the disruption of the oncogenic K-RasG12D dimer abolishes in vivo tumor growth. Taking together our results and the previously mentioned reports, we propose that the formation of the dimer interface by helices α4 and α5 is a universally valid motive for all Ras isoforms.

Biomolecular simulations revealed one representative equilibrated lipidated membrane-bound full-length N-Ras-GDP dimer model (Fig. 6) that is in accordance with all experimental distances (Table S7†). The identified key residues (Fig. 4) forming the salt bridge D154/R161 are conserved among all Ras isoforms. This salt bridge was also identified as a key contact in our previously published simulations on N-Ras. The second most prominent contact residue E49 is also conserved and its interaction partner H131 is exchanged to Q131 in H- and K-Ras, still retaining the ability to form a hydrogen bond with E49. All these contact residues are positioned within a flat area of the Ras surface (Fig. S8†), which supports the proposed dimer interface. For N-Ras we confirmed the importance of D154 and E49 for dimerization as E49Q D154N mutations prevented dimerization (Fig. 5). Some but not all of the observed K-Ras4B NMR shifts are in agreement with our N-Ras models refined through biomolecular simulations (Tables S4 and S5†). These deviations indicate a difference between N-Ras and K-Ras4B. Furthermore, models L3 and L4 for K-Ras4B do not exhibit the...
D154/R161 key contact. Packer et al.\textsuperscript{27} showed the importance of the D154/R161 interaction within the formation of the K-Ras4B–Raf-RBD dimer. Further experimental proof regarding the presence of the D154/R161 interaction in K-Ras4B was provided by Ambrogio et al.\textsuperscript{25} They show the importance of the D154/R161 contact in K-Ras4B. Each of the two single mutants D154Q and R161E of oncogenic K-Ras4B\textsubscript{G12D} abolished \textit{in vivo} tumor growth, implying that this is due to the impaired ability to form dimers. Thus, mutations in the dimer interface have the potential to eliminate the effect of oncogenic mutants at positions G12, G13, or Q61. The contact swapping mutant D154Q R161E showed tumor growth, though not as high as the wild type, possibly due to a weaker contact between Gln and Glu as opposed to the contact between Glu and Arg, though still allowing dimer formation. There might be slight difference in the detailed dimer interaction pattern between the Ras isoforms that still need further investigation. As shown by Spencer-Smith and colleagues, charge reversal mutation of D154 or R161 and R135 exhibited no effect on oncogenic H-Ras\textsubscript{G12V} signaling, indicating the stabilization of its dimer interface through other residues for this isoform.\textsuperscript{22} We anticipate that N-Ras and K-Ras both dimerize through helices \( \alpha_4 \) and \( \alpha_5 \) with D154/R161 as the key contact; however, further research is required to unravel the detailed H-Ras dimer interaction pattern.

In summary, we developed a novel strategy to incorporate unnatural amino acids into Ras, allowing two orthogonal site-specific modifications of the same protein (Fig. 2); one to attach a lipid anchor and a second one for fluorophores or spin labels
for distance measurements. Exploiting the gained flexibility of individual site-specific labeling we obtained three novel experimental distance information about N-Ras dimers. The S106–S106 distance of 43.3 ± 2.3 Å and T124–T124 distance of 72.0 ± 3.5 Å were obtained through FRET measurements and another T124–T124 distance of 59.6 ± 4.4 Å was obtained by EPR spectroscopy. All measurements indicate conclusively that lipidated full length N-Ras dimerizes at POPC membranes. We show that among 178 structural dimer models predicted by different protein–protein docking algorithms only those including helices α4 and α5 in the dimer interface are in accordance with the here obtained FRET and EPR data as well as previous FRET distances. Further refinement of the dimer interface through biomolecular simulations revealed that the salt bridge between D154/R161 together with the interactions of E49 with H131 are the key N-Ras dimerization contacts (Fig. 4). Our computationally predicted interface was experimentally validated as FRET measurements showed that the N-Ras E49Q D154N variant prevented dimerization (Fig. 5).

Taking together our results for N-Ras, the sequence similarities between the isoforms, and the described literature for H-Ras and K-Ras we propose that all Ras isoforms dimerize at the membrane through helices α4 and α5 (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, there might be isoform specific differences in the exact orientation of the monomers. These atomic resolution structural insights into the Ras dimer interface provide novel target sites to develop anti-cancer drugs inhibiting Ras signaling by preventing its dimerization.

Materials and methods

Experimental methods

Biochemical details of lipid anchor synthesis, sample preparation of lipidated N-Ras with incorporated unnatural amino acids, coupling of fluorophores, and sample composition for FRET and EPR measurements are described in ESI Note 3. We have chosen hydrophilic dyes that have a very low membrane interaction factor to avoid artificial interactions.

The TCSPC histograms were evaluated, and the FRET efficiencies were calculated as described in ESI Note 4.† The results are also displayed in Table S2.† In the presence of the fluorescence acceptor, the amplitude weighted and averaged fluorophore’s lifetime decreased from 1.86 ns to 1.41 ns in measurements with Ras S106-Atto 532 and from 3.56 ns to 3.44 ns in measurements with Ras T124-Atto 532 leading to FRET efficiencies of ~60% for S106–S106 and ~10% for T124–T124. This suggests that lipidated Ras proteins in solution interact with each other via the lipid anchor.

Experimental details of the EPR measurements are given in ESI Note 7.†

Computational methods

The protein–protein docking approach is described in ESI Note 2.† The protocol to calculate distance distributions for the predicted models employing the PyMOL plugin for MTSSL Wizard is described in ESI Note 5.†

The dimer structures in accordance with the experimental data were prepared for the simulation by attachment of the membrane anchor, a side chain protonation based on a local pH calculation and solvated using the Vedani algorithm using MAXIMOBY (CHEOPS, Germany). The membrane anchors were then embedded into a POPC membrane consisting of 512 lipids. The remaining simulation box was filled with water and a physiological salt concentration of 154 mmol l⁻¹ and the simulations were run with Gromacs 2019. The structure preparation and the used protocol including all parameters for simulation runs are described in ESI Note 6. Simulation results were visualized using VMD 1.9.4 (ref. 53) and PyMOL 2.2. Simulation trajectories were analyzed using the analysis tools of Gromacs 2019, VMD 1.9.4, and QwikMD. Contact patterns were identified using the PyContact and the MAXIMOBY (CHEOPS, Germany) contact matrix algorithm. Details about the input structures and the analysis of the biomolecular simulations are provided in ESI Note 6 and Table S6.†
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